Three recent weighted-density-functional (WDF) theories are critically examined in terms of their ability to describe correctly the structure of a hard-sphere Quid at a hard wall. A new derivation of the Curtin-Ashcroft WDF theory is given that clarifies the basic approximations behind this formulation and brings out the close relationship between their work and the WDF theories of MeisterKroll and Groot -van der Eerden. The condition that the second functional derivative of the approximate Helmholtz free-energy functional yields the correct two-particle direct-correlation function in the homogeneous limit is found to be of crucial importance in determining good liquid structures.
I. INTRODUCTION One of the most demanding tests of theories of inhomogeneous fluids, i.e. , fluids whose density varies significantly over molecular dimensions, is the prediction of the fluid structure near solid surfaces. Particular problems arise due to the necessity of correctly describing multiphase coexistence, while simultaneously incorporating a sufficiently detailed treatment of the rapid variation of the density profiles that can arise in interfacial regions.
Density-functional methods have proven to be one of the most successful approaches for studying both the structure of inhomogeneous classical liquids and freezing. Most of these theories use rather similar physical concepts. For most simple liquids, it is generally assumed that the intermolecular interaction can be divided into a short-range repulsive part u"(r), which determines the structure of the liquid, and a long-range attractive tail u, (r). For most applications it is sufficient to treat u, (r) in the mean-field approximation. 'c" '(r; [p]) = -57,"/5p(r).
Expanding c" '(r;[p] ) about a homogeneous liquid with the coarsegrained density po(r}, one has c" '(r;[p] )=c" (po(r))+ f dr'f 'd~'c'"(r, r';[p~'] 
The basic assumption of all density-functional theories is that the thermodynamic potential of an inhomogeneous system can be approximated using known structural and thermodynamic properties of the corresponding homogeneous fluid. The most successful density funcwhere c '~'(r, r', [p] ) is the two-particle direct-correlation functional of the inhomogeneous liquid, c" '(po(r) } is the one-particle direct-correlation function of a homogeneous Since no detailed information exists for the three-particle and higher direct-correlation functions, even for homogeneous systems, the approach followed by Meister and Kroll (MK) in Ref. 2 was to expand the right-hand side of (5) and truncate after the bulk c' ' term. As a result, one obtains
The terms neglected in (6) are proportional to A, integrals of higher-order direct-correlation functions. In the approach of MK, the coarse-graining procedure is then defined by extremizing the resulting expression for 9', "[p,po] with respect to po(r), the motivation being to minimize the dependence of V"on po. As a result, one finds that po(r) = J dr'w(~r -r'~;po(r) )p(r'), where the weight function w(~r -r'~;po(r) ) =0'(~r -r'~;po(r))/Qo(po(r)), with 0'(r;p)=BC/Bp and Qo(p)= J dry '(r, p 
Since by definition, w& o(p)=1, (13) In other words, po(r) is determined from the requirement that the excess free-energy density be local in p(r) and po(r). Assuming (9), this implies that po(r) is given by (7), with w( r -r'~;po(r))=Q(~r -r'~;po(r))/Qo(po(r)). Q is then determined by requiring that (8) ' '(r, r', r";kpo(r) 
To determine the three-particle direct-correlation function of the homogeneous fluid, they used the scheme recently suggested by Barrat, Hansen, and Pastore. ' The fact that this expansion is taken one order further than in Ref. 2 guarantees that (8) is satisfied in the homogeneous limit. However, an inconsistency appears at the next order, since the third functional derivative of 7, " does not yield the correct three-point function. Nevertheless, their density profiles for a hard-sphere system at a hard wall represent a significant improvement over those of MK. In particular, the inclusion of the thirdorder term raises the maximum of the second peak and shifts it to somewhat smaller z values; furthermore, the quality of the profiles near the first minimum also seems to improve. In spite of these improvements, the profiles predicted by the GE and CA WDA's discussed here are superior, particularly at higher densities and for z/o ) l. Fig. 1 It is straightforward to apply this same idea in the GE approximation. For fluids adsorbed at walls, it turns out that the resulting theory, as well as that of Denton and Ashcroft, are equivalent to the hypernetted-chain closure of the wall-particle Ornstein-Zernike equation. ' It is known that this closure yields density profiles that are in fairly good agreement with simulation data, provided p~c r 0,4. For higher densities this approximation overestimates the amplitude of the first few oscillations in 20- does so well at describing liquid structure, fails so badly when applied to study freezing. In any case, approximations based on the ideas leading to approximation (12) appears to be superior in this respect.
